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ON CONSTRUCTION OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONSOF QUASILINEAR SYSTEMS IN THE CASE WHENAMPLITUDE EQUATION DEGENERATES
Abstract

A problem on �nding periodic solutions of quasilinear systems in the casewhen generating system has a family of such solutions, and amplitude equationhas multiple roots, is considered. Two-sweep iteration procedure of Newton typewhich allows to construct approximate solutions for each of branches, is consid-ered. The accompanying estimates for rate of convergence and error of iterationare obtained. An example of Wan der Pole oscillator in the neighbourhood ofbranching point is considered.
1. Problem statement.We consider the following system with small parameter �:

_x = �F (t; x; �) ; x 2 Rn: (1:1)
The function F is assumed to be from the class C2 with respect to x in somedomain 
 � Rn and 2�-periodic with respect to t and also su�ciently smooth (notnecessarily analytic) with respect to the parameter � in the neighbourhood of thepoint � = 0.If � = 0, then general solution of system (1.1) has the form x = x0 = const. Theproblem is �nding 2�-periodic solutions for small � 6= 0, tending to x0 as � ! 0.Numerous investigations starting with the classical works of Poincare and Lyapunov(see [1-7] and bibliography there) are devoted to solving this problem. At that oneof the following two approaches was usually used.The �rst of them, which belongs to Poincare, is based on expansion of functionx (t) and formula (1.1) in series by powers of � and stepwise equating the coe�cientsof these series ([1-3]). Insu�cient generality (analyticity of function F is required),computational complexity and also absence of estimates for the radius of convergenceand for the value of residue of this series are the de�ciencies of Poincare method andits modi�cations.The second approach for solving the posed problem free of the mentioned de-�ciencies goes back to Newton and is connected with construction of successiveiterations by some recursion formula with consequent application of the principleof contracted mappings [4-7]. This approach is based on preliminary reduction ofequation (1.1), whose essence is in projecting it on pair of transverse subspaces inBanach space of continuously di�erentiable 2�-periodic vector functions [6,7]. Such
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subspaces are X�-space of constant vector functions of dimension n and �X-space offunctions with zero mean value. Equivalent system has the form��x = � �F (t; x; �) ; F� (t; x; �) = 0 ; (1:2)

F� (t; x; �) = 12�
2�Z
0 F (t; x (t) ; �) dt ; �F = F� F� :

Under the certain conditions solution of the �rst of equations (1.2) can be repre-sented as limit of sequence of iterations �x(l) (t)	 (l = 0; 1; 2; :::), moreover for allterms of this sequence, mean value is equal to the constant vector x0 [4-7]. Puttingthe obtained limit into the second equation (1.2), we obtain so-called bifurcationequation from which x0 is de�ned. Methods for solution of bifurcation equationwere not discussed in [4-7].In the paper [8] two-sweep iterated algorithm allowing to constructed solutionsof both subsystems in (1.2), was suggested. It is based on the assumption of thefact that x0 is a prime root of bifurcation equation for � = 0, i.e.
F� �t;x0; 0� = 0; det (J0) 6= 0; J0 = @F � �t;x0; 0� =@x : (1:3)

Iterations are described by the formulae
x(l+1) = P2 �P1 �x(l)� ; (l = 0; 1; 2; :::) ; (1:4)

P1 (x) = x� + �Z � �F (t;x; �) dt; P2 (x) = x� �F� (t;x; �) ; � = J�10 ;
where symbol R � denotes that antiderivative of function with zero mean valuewhich also has zero mean value.The aim of the given paper is generalization of procedure (1.4) for some cases ofdegeneration of amplitude equation (1.3), when det (J0) = 0.
2. Transformation of amplitude equation.We assume that amplitude equation (1.3) has a degenerated root, i.e.,

F� �t;x0; 0� = 0; det (J0) = 0: (2:1)
It is known [3, 9] that in this case system (1.1) may have several solutions or havenot them at all, moreover, amount of solutions depends on the sign of the parameter�. Speci�c character of the given problem is in the fact that equation (1.3) is justinitial approximation for bifurcation equation. This equation itself is not exactlyknown but it can be constructed approximately during iteration process [4-7]. Atthat in the general case it is not known how many iterations must be made to de�nethe character of a branching point.
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In the given paper the simplest kind of singularity called a fold [10, 11] is inves-tigated.Firstly, it is characterized by the fact that the rank of matrix J0 is equal to(n� 1). At that the given matrix has a simple zero eigenvalue, and in the appropriatebasis it can be written in the form

J0 = diag f0;J1g ; (2:2)
where J1 is a non-singular matrix of the order (n� 1). The second criterion for afold is the condition @2F �1 �t;x0; 0� =@x21 6= 0 : (2:3)

The given relation is written in the same system of coordinates as (2.2).As is known [10, 11], fold is the singularity whose type is reserved for su�-ciently small perturbations of di�erentiable mapping. Therefore ful�lment of condi-tions (2.2), (2.3) provides the existence of the same kind of singularity of mappingF� (t;x; �) for su�ciently small values of parameter �.For convenience we introduce one more small parameter " such that the equation
F� (t;x; 0; ") = 0 (2:4)

for small " > 0, had two roots in the neighbourhood of the point x0 and for " < 0,it had any root. Denote by y0 (") and z0 (") these roots.Subject to relations (2.2), (2.3), partial derivative @F �1 (t;x; 0; ") =@x1 at thepoints x = y0 and x = z0 is a quantity of the order p". For each of these points wede�ne two-sweep iteration process of type (1.4) assuming for the �rst of points
� = diag �D�11 ;J�11 	 ; D1 = @F �1 �t;y0; 0; "� =@x1 (2:5)

(for the second point, in formula (2.5) y0 should be changed for z0).Each of operators P1;P2 maps space X into itself, moreover, the �rst of themchanges only component �x, and the second one changes only component x�, i.e.P�1 (x) = x�; �P2 (x) = �x. Therefore the contraction of operator (1.4) with constantq is equivalent to the contraction of P1 along �X; and P2 along X�.Ful�lment of relations
k@P1=@�xk � q; k@P2=@x�k � q (2:6)

in the ball S : x� x0 � r is su�cient for the ful�lment of these properties.Not that subject to (2.5) operator P2 has two invariant subspaces of dimensions1 and (n� 1), therefore it is su�cient to check the contraction conditions in each ofthese spaces.It was shown in [8] that condition
M1j�j � q ; (2:7)
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whereM1 is constant bounding the �rst derivative of function F (t;x; �) with respectto x, is su�cient for the ful�lment of the �rst inequality in (2.6).The second inequality in (2.6) is equivalent to the following two inequalities

jD1j�1 jD1 � @F �1 (t;x; �; ") =@x1j � q;J�11 �@ (F �i (t;y0; 0; ")� F �i (t;x; �; "))@xj
� � q (i:j = 2; :::; n) : (2:8)

It is assumed that inequalities (2.8) are satis�ed in the ball S whose radius is notless than value x(1) � x0 = (1� q) and for the values of parameters j�j < �0 ; 0 �" � "0. For this, it is su�cient that for the mentioned values of variables andparameters, relations M2jD1j�1 � q ; M2 J�11  � q (2:9)be ful�lled, where M2 is a constant restricting the second derivative of the functionF (t;x; �) with respect to x and �.The following result is proved.Theorem. If conditions (2.7), (2.9) are ful�lled in the ball S, then iteration
process (1.4), (2.5) converges to the solution of system (1.1) as geometric progression
with ratio q. The error is estimated by ordinary formula for contraction mappings.

3. Van-der Pole oscillator: critical case.As an example of application of the above described method we consider Vander Pole equation with small periodic perturbation and small friction [10].
�x+ � �x2 � 1� _x+ x = �� cos t (3:1)

where � is some parameter, � is a small parameter.Change of variables
x = x1 cos t+ x2 sin t; _x = �x1 sin t+ x2 cos t; (3:2)

leads (3.1) to the normal form
_x = �g sin t; _x2 = ��g cos t; g = �� cos t+ �x2 � 1� _x; (3:3)

where x and _x are expressed by x1; x2 by formulae (3.2).Amplitude equation (1.3) has the form
(g sin t)� = 0; � (g cos t)� = 0 :

Hence we obtain the following system for de�ning constants x01; x02 in generatingsolution
12� 2�R0

h�x01 cos t+ x02 sin t�2 � 1i ��x01 sin t+ x02 cos t� sin tdt = 0;
�2 � 12� 2�R0

h�x01 cos t+ x02 sin t�2 � 1i ��x01 sin t+ x02 cos t� cos t dt = 0 : (3:4)
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If we calculate integrals in (3.4), we obtain the following algebraic system
�18x01 ��x01�2 + �x02�2 � 4� = 0; �2 � 18x02 ��x01�2 + �x02�2 � 4� = 0 : (3:5)

This implies that if � 6= 0, then x01 = 0, and the second constant is de�ned fromthe cubic equation 4� = x02 ��x02�2 � 4� (3:6)
The function � �x02� de�ned by formula (3.6) has extremums equal to �1;2 =� 43p3 at the points � 2p3 . Equation (3.6) has three real roots in the interval � 2(�1; �2), and one such root out of this interval.We de�ne auxiliary small parameter " > 0 by the formula

� = �1 + p32 "2
then y02 = 2p3 + "+O �"2� ; z02 = 2p3 � "+O �"2� :

Matrix � in formula (2.5) has the form
� = diag(�12 � 18 �y02�2

��1 ; �12 � 38 �y02�2
��1) = diag�3;� 2p3"

� (3:7)
(for the point z0, matrix � di�ers only by the sign of the second diagonal element).Subject to (1.4) we have

P1 �y0� = � 0y02 �+ � R � ��� cos t+ ��y02�2 sin2 t� 1� y02 cos t�� sin t� cos t� dt == � 0y02 �+ k��2 cos 2t+ cos 4t2 sin 2t+ sin 4t
� k = 18� �� + y02� : (3:8)In initial variables for equation (3.1) function

x̂ (t) = y02 sin t� k cos 3t (3:9)
corresponds to approximation (3.8).Substituting (3.9) into (1.4), we obtain

F� (t; x̂; �) = � (g (x̂) sin t)�� (g (x̂) cos t)�
� =  �18k �y02�2�14k2y02

! (3:10)
Consequently, the �rst iteration has the form

y(1) = P1 �P1 �y0� = P1 �y0�� �F� (t; x̂; �)= � 0y02 �+ k��2 cos 2t+ cos 4t2 sin 2t+ sin 4t
�+ � 3

8k(y02)2� 1
2
p
3"k2y02

� (3:11)
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In original variables subject to changes (3.2) vector function (3.11) looks like

x(1) (t) = y02 sin t� k cos 3t+ 38k �y02� cos t� 12p3"k2y02 sin t (3:12)
As one can see from formulae (3.11), (3.12), for " � jkj, di�erence x(1) � y0 isthe quantity of order � subject to the proved theorem this fact implies the contrac-tion of operator (1.4), (2.5) with constant q = 0:5 for j�j � 0:1. At that the error offormula (3.12) does not exceed 0:1�.
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